Introduction
Genomic variation within the genes controlling drug metabolism has been associated with toxicity, adverse drug reactions, and ineffective drug dosing. Furthermore, medication reactions and suboptimal therapy are the common causes of hospitalization and morbidity. For example, in a study of 106 hospitalized patients, a severe drug reaction occurred in 24% of patients. 1 Cytochrome P450 2D6 (CYP2D6) is of particular importance because of the number and types of medications affected. 2 In addition, there is a paucity of data on the adverse health outcomes of ultrarapid or poor metabolism of CYP2D6. In a study of 149 patients admitted for major depressive disorder, poor submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Takahashi et al metabolizers of CYP2D6 were hospitalized longer than normal or ultrarapid metabolizers. 3 Likewise, in a smaller study of 53 patients with depression or schizophrenia, length of stay (LOS) was longer for patients with poor metabolism than for patients with other CYP2D6 phenotypes. 4 Furthermore, pharmacogenomic testing of CYP2D6 for risperidone was found to be cost-effective in reducing LOS. 5 In case studies of children who were ultrarapid CYP2D6 metabolizers, the children had an increased risk of death. 6 These case studies have led to increased warnings for codeine use with both children and breastfeeding mothers. 7 Precision medicine within pharmacogenomics can be used to predict adverse health outcomes such as hospitalization. In a broad population with multiple reasons for hospitalization, the potential impact of poor or ultrarapid CYP2D6 metabolism on hospitalization and emergency department (ED) visits is not known. There are many plausible reasons to believe that CYP2D6 metabolism activity may indeed affect hospitalization and ED visits. For example, many commonly prescribed medications, including pain medications such as codeine and tramadol, are prodrugs activated by CYP2D6, and several antidepressants and antipsychotics are inactivated by CYP2D6. 8 In addition, tamoxifen, a common chemotherapeutic medication for breast cancer, is metabolized through CYP2D6 to an active moiety (endoxifen), and poor metabolizers are at an increased risk for breast cancer recurrence. 9 The goal of the study was to determine the relationship between CYP2D6 phenotype and the risk of hospitalization or an ED visit. It was hypothesized that participants with extreme metabolism phenotypes (either poor or ultrarapid metabolism), compared to extensive phenotypes, would have higher rates of hospitalization or ED visits or both.
Methods
Patients and setting
This study was conducted with data from the Mayo Clinic Biobank (MCB). Specifically, the MCB enrolled over 27,000 patients and collected clinical, questionnaire, and biospecimens data from April 2009 through September 2012. 10 Within the MCB, 1,013 patients were recruited for the Right Drug, Right Dose, Right Time: Using Genomic Data to Individualize Treatment (RIGHT) protocol, which sequenced 86 pharmacogenomics genes for clinical use. The protocol details have been previously reported. 11 Of these patients, 84 were excluded from this study because they did not receive continuous primary care at Mayo Clinic. The 929 adult patients included in the study provided consent to the MCB for use of their data 10 and afforded further written informed consent upon enrollment in the RIGHT protocol.
11
The RIGHT protocol was reviewed and approved by the Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board and the Mayo Clinic Biobank Access committee.
Demographic data, including patient age and sex, were obtained from the electronic health record (EHR). Disease burden of the patients was assessed with the use of Minnesota medical tiering assessment. 12 In brief, Minnesota Health Care Home Tiering was calculated on December 31, 2010, for each patient with data from the EHR. Each outpatient or inpatient visit yielded a diagnosis containing an "International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision" code, which was then used to calculate the tiering score, which was based on the Johns Hopkins Adjusted Clinical Groups. 13 The International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision codes were obtained up to 1 year in advance of tiering. Each code was then assigned to 1 of 22 major clusters for counting. Patients were tiered into 1 of 5 categories: low (no chronic conditions); basic (1-3 conditions); intermediate (4-6 conditions); extended (7-9 conditions); and complex (≥10 conditions). Smoking status (current, former, or never smoker) and alcohol consumption data (never, once monthly or less, 2-4 times monthly, 2-5 times weekly, or ≥6 times weekly) were collected from the questionnaire completed at enrollment in the MCB.
CYP2D6 phenotype
CYP2D6 genotyping was performed by using a cascade of testing as is required to obtain an accurate genotype. Genomic DNA was extracted from whole blood. Assays were performed with the xTAG CYP2D6 Kit (Luminex Corp), which incorporates multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and multiplex allele-specific primer extension. This assay uses the Luminex proprietary universal tag sorting system on the Luminex 100 xMAP platform. When necessary, a copy number assay was also completed. This assay uses real-time PCR, which interrogates 3 locations on the CYP2D6 gene and includes 1 copy number probe (FAM labeled) and 1 reference assay (VIC labeled) per reaction (Taqman Copy Number Assays Revision D, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). More specifically, each copy number probe detects the genomic sequence of interest, and the reference assay serves to detect a sequence known to be present in 2 copies of a diploid genome. Relative quantitation is then used to determine the relative copy number of the target of interest in a genomic DNA sample that is normalized to 10 ng/μL for each probe. Each probe is normalized to the known copy number of the reference sequence and is also compared to a calibrator sample containing known copies of the target sequence included in each run. 
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Hospitalization and CYP2D6 metabolism Sequencing of CYP2D6 was completed in selected samples as needed in order to derive the phenotype. The resulting CYP2D6 gene was amplified by PCR. The PCR product was then purified and sequenced in both directions with fluorescent dye-terminator chemistry. Sequencing products were analyzed on an automated sequencer, and trace files were then analyzed for variations in the promoter, exons, and intron-exon boundaries for all 9 exons through use of mutation detection software and visual inspection. 14 16 The CYP2D6 genotype results were used to predict which of the 7 phenotypes was in a given sample according to the method described by Ji et al. 16 Different laboratories design different prediction methods. We used current findings and thinking to develop this model, and this is used in the Mayo Clinic Department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology. Patients who did not have a detectable gene alteration were considered to be extensive drug metabolizers (CYP2D6 *1/*1). 16 
Medications
Prescribed medications were secondary risk factors of interest for an exploratory analysis. Medications were chosen according to potential adverse events or inadequate efficacy due to poor or ultrarapid metabolism of CYP2D6. We selected medications that were used by at least 5% of the 929 patients (ie, ≥46) according to the medication history in the EHR: oxycodone, codeine, hydrocodone, tramadol, morphine, metoprolol, and amitriptyline.
Hospitalization and ED visits
Hospitalization and ED visits were determined from EHR billing codes for inpatient stays occurring from January 1, 2005 through September 30, 2014. Outpatient surgical interventions and colonoscopies, hospitalizations for research studies, and pregnancy-related hospitalizations were excluded.
Statistical analysis
Patient demographic characteristics and CYP2D6 metabolism phenotypes were summarized with use of descriptive statistics. CYP2D6 phenotype groups were compared for demographic characteristics with use of the Pearson's chisquared tests designed for categorical variables (sex and Minnesota tiers) and the Kruskal-Wallis test for continuous variables. Patients were followed through their EHR from the date of their first clinic visit (occurring on or after January 1, 2005) until the first event of hospitalization (or an ED visit), death, or the end of the study period (September 30, 2014).
For evaluating the association of CYP2D6 metabolizer activity with the risk of hospitalization or an ED visit, the Kaplan-Meier plots was used to visualize the relation between the metabolizer groups and outcomes. Next, Cox proportional hazard models was performed to estimate hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs), adjusting for both age and sex. Likelihood ratio tests with 6 degrees of freedom were applied to assess the overall significance of each of the 7 CYP2D6 phenotypes for risk of hospitalization and ED visits.
To assess the effect of disease burden on the association, we conducted analyses stratified by Minnesota tiers (tier 2 or higher vs tier 0 or 1). For this analysis, CYP2D6 metabolism phenotypes were collapsed into 3 categories (ultrarapid, poor, and the other 5 categories) for better statistical power. For each analysis (overall, lower comorbidity, and higher comorbidity), the overall significance of the 3 collapsed CYP2D6 phenotype categories was tested with likelihood ratio tests with 2 degrees of freedom. Corresponding overall P-values and individual HRs for CYP2D6 phenotypes were used for comparing the ultrarapid or poor category to the other 5 categories.
To indirectly assess the potential effect of medication use on the association of CYP2D6 with hospitalization or an ED visit, we calculated the prevalence of 4 disease groups (depression, arthritis, coronary artery disease, and congestive heart failure) that are enriched for use of medications metabolized with CYP2D6. The prevalence of each disease as of January 1, 2005, based on an EHR search of the preceding 5 years, was calculated for each CYP2D6 phenotype. In addition, we calculated the prevalence of common medication use.
All statistical analyses were performed with R statistical software (https://www.r-project.org).
Results
Patients
Of the 929 patients included in the study, the median age on January 1, 2005 was 49 years (interquartile range, 46-52 years), and 54% were females. At the extremes of the CYP2D6 metabolism phenotype, 69 patients (7%) were poor metabolizers and 74 (8%) were ultrarapid metabolizers (Table 1) . Minnesota medical tiering calculated at the month of MCB enrollment was available for 918 patients; 686 (75%) were tier 0 or 1 (ie, they had ≤3 comorbid health conditions). There were no notable associations of CYP2D6 phenotype with age (P=0.46) or sex (P=0.08) ( 
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Takahashi et al tier ≥2) compared to the other phenotype groups ( Table 1) . Frequencies of health-related behaviors such as smoking status and alcohol consumption were similar across the 7 metabolism phenotypes (P=0.72 for smoking status; P=0.28 for alcohol consumption). Among the 4 diseases considered, depression (7%) and arthritis (5.7%) were most prevalent and heart diseases were uncommon (1.2% for coronary artery disease; 0% for congestive heart failure). Of the 7 commonly used medications (ie, used by ≥5% of patients) among those related to potential adverse events or inadequate efficacy with poor or ultrarapid metabolism of CYP2D6, the most commonly used were oxycodone (53%), codeine (39%), and hydrocodone (36%). Frequency of use of these 3 medications was similar across the 7 metabolism phenotypes (P=0.44, P=0.37, and P=0.30, respectively). Morphine use was highest among ultrarapid metabolizers compared to other metabolism categories (eg, 22% among ultrarapid vs 11% among extensive metabolizers).
Hospitalization and ED visits
In the cohort of 929 patients, 285 had at least 1 hospitalization and 496 had at least 1 ED visit from January 1, 2005 through September 30, 2014 (Table 2) . With the CYP2D6 extensive metabolizers used as the reference group, the risk 
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Hospitalization and CYP2D6 metabolism of hospitalization or an ED visit was higher for the ultrarapid metabolizers (Figures 1 and 2A , B; Table 2 ): 47% of ultrarapid metabolizers were hospitalized compared to 30% of extensive metabolizers during follow-up (HR, 1.69; 95% CI, 1.11-2.57). There was no association for risk of hospitalization between patients with the poor CYP2D6 metabolism phenotype and those with the extensive phenotype ( Table 2) . The risk of an ED visit was higher for the ultrarapid metabolizers (62% sought care in the ED) compared to the extensive metabolizers (49% visited the ED) (HR, 1.50; 95% CI, 1.05-2.14). The risk of an ED visit for patients with the poor metabolizer phenotype was also higher compared to the risk for patients with the extensive phenotype (HR, 1.38; 95% CI, 0.96-1.98), although the difference was not statistically significant.
ED visit Hospitalization
Impact of comorbidity level
In exploratory analyses, we stratified the CYP2D6 phenotypes and the risk of hospitalization or an ED visit by the level of comorbidity, defined as Minnesota tiers 0 or 1 (lower disease burden) or 2 or higher (ie, higher disease burden) ( Table 3 ). The risk of hospitalization for ultrarapid metabolizers (compared to the reference group of the 5 CYP2D6 phenotypes between ultrarapid and poor activity) was higher among participants with lower disease burden (HR, 1.85; 95% CI, 1.14-3.00), but was attenuated for participants with higher disease burden (HR, 1.38; 95% CI, 0.80-2.35). The risk of hospitalization for patients with the poor metabolism phenotype did not vary by the level of comorbidity.
The risk of an ED visit for ultrarapid metabolizers (compared to the 5 reference CYP2D6 phenotypes) was higher for patients with higher disease burden (HR, 1.51; 95% CI, 0.94-2.41) compared to those with lower disease burden (HR, 1.14; 95% CI, 0.76-1.72). Similarly, the risk of an ED visit for poor metabolizers (compared to the 5 reference CYP2D6 phenotypes) was higher among patients with higher disease burden (HR, 1.56; 95% CI, 0.91-2.68) compared to those with lower disease burden (HR, 1.15; 95% CI, 0.78-1.70). The interaction between disease burden (lower vs higher) and CYP2D6 metabolism phenotypes (ultrarapid, poor, and the middle 5 categories) was not significant for hospitalization (P=0.18) or an ED visit (P=0.44); the power was low for these tests.
Discussion
In this cohort study of 929 adults in a primary care practice, we found that ultrarapid metabolism of CYP2D6 was associated with a higher risk of hospitalization or an ED visit, compared to extensive metabolism. Finding potential pharmacogenomic predictors in a middle-aged population with relatively few comorbid health conditions is encouraging because most clinical models used for predicting hospitalization have been designed for older patients with multiple chronic conditions. 12, 17, 18 In stratified analysis, we found that ultrarapid metabolism of CYP2D6 was associated with a higher risk of hospitalization compared to the extensive metabolism phenotype among stratified patients with a lower comorbidity burden. This provides a unique finding in a population that has few traditional predictors of hospitalization. Many traditional clinical models predict hospitalization on the basis of age 17 or comorbid health conditions. 12, 13 Thus, pharmacogenomics provides a unique risk factor for predicting hospitalization among healthy people, as opposed to older and sicker populations. Pharmacogenomics also offers treatment options, such as those attempted in some cardiology studies. 19 In a study of 149 patients admitted to the hospital for depressive disorder, the LOS was longer for patients with lower CYP2D6 activity than for those with higher activity (7.8 vs 5.7 days; P=0.002). 3 However, criticisms of the study include a lack of defined metabolism phenotype. 20 In a second small study of patients who had depression or schizophrenia, the median number of hospital days was higher for patients with poor CYP2D6 activity than for those with other phenotypes (median, 57.5 vs 40 days). 4 In the study, we discovered that patients with the ultrarapid CYP2D6 phenotype were more likely to visit the ED, compared to those with the extensive phenotype. In a different setting, there was no difference in ED use among CYP2D6 phenotypes in 56 patients who were being treated with codeine for sickle cell disease. 21 That study was small; thus, the number of ultrarapid metabolizers would also be small, 
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Hospitalization and CYP2D6 metabolism and the study team primarily compared poor metabolizers with no serum morphine levels and normal metabolizers with detectable morphine levels after codeine administration. There are no directly comparable studies of CYP2D6 phenotype and risk of an ED visit. Our findings for both hospitalization and ED visits require replication in other studies. There is some biologic plausibility for increased risk of hospitalization or an ED visit for patients with the ultrarapid metabolism phenotype. For example, in patients with ultrarapid metabolism, the increased metabolism may decrease the plasma levels of the antidepressant fluoxetine, a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor. 22 Subsequently, changes in blood levels of antidepressants may have clinical effects. Potentially supporting this theory is a study of 587 patients, in which the metabolic activity of CYP2D6 and cytochrome P450 2C19 was higher in patients who attempted suicide than in patients who did not attempt suicide (odds ratio, 1.37; 95% CI, 1.05-1.78; P=0.02). 23 With potential variation in the efficacy of antidepressants, some authors have recommended dose changes based on CYP2D6 activity. 24 However, the potential effect of ultrarapid metabolism on other drugs besides antidepressants (which are metabolized by CYP2D6) is less clear. For example, use of metoprolol, a common β-blocker for heart disease, did not appear to show a relationship between titration of metoprolol according to an understanding of the polymorphisms and episodes of congestive heart failure. 25 The present study has limitations. If patients were hospitalized somewhere besides Mayo Clinic, the result would be missing outcome data. However, it is unlikely that patients would differentially be hospitalized elsewhere according to their CYP2D6 phenotype; thus, a systematic bias should be minimized. The patients in the RIGHT study were predominantly European Americans 11 ; thus, these findings may not apply to other populations. However, the results from Olmsted County, Minnesota, and surrounding counties may apply to the Upper Midwest. 26 We were able to report diseases that account for the common uses of CYP2D6 medications and for any use by drug class. However, we could not analyze specific medications because of the low prevalence of use of individual medications and the practical difficulties in capturing the specifics of medication use in the relevant time frame before hospitalization or an ED visit. We also did not directly measure drug-gene interaction in this study. Thus, we cannot ascribe the association of the CYP2D6 phenotype and hospitalization to any specific medication. Although classifying or grouping medications into categories could increase power, it may not reflect the effect of individual medications. However, multiple drugs (prescribed and over the counter), polypharmacy (particularly in older patients), and other environmental (nonmedication) exposures (eg, smoking, caffeine, marijuana, and workplace chemicals) are likely to interact in multiple and complex ways with the CYP2D6 phenotype that could not be predicted from the study of single medications. 27 Thus, the CYP2D6 phenotype may serve as a better summary risk marker of the risk of hospitalization and an ED visit than individual exposures; this hypothesis needs further testing.
Conclusion
The application of pharmacogenomics to precision medicine is an important step in translating genomic medicine to clinical practice. In the study, ultrarapid CYP2D6 metabolizer status was associated with increased risk of hospitalization and ED visits, when compared to extensive metabolizer 
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Takahashi et al status. Thus, there may be clinical utility in preemptively genotyping patients to decrease health care use. Of importance, this predicted hospitalization occurred among middleaged patients who were mostly healthy. This study helps to build the argument for pharmacogenomic testing for health care groups and health plans, although the clinical utility and cost-effectiveness will need to be evaluated more rigorously. This would require investment in the bioinformatics and clinical informatics infrastructure to support pharmacogenomics in clinical practice. Applications of pharmacogenomics can augment clinical risk predictors and provide personalized medicine for patients.
